**REVIEWING AND RECORDING MIN/MAX**

Pressing the **Review** button displays current day’s max statistic.

The “Today” segment flashes and ‘Day 00’ is shown to indicate the ‘Today’ selection. In this screen example the selected day (Today) does not have any recordings that are outside the acceptance range.

Pressing the **Review** button again displays the day’s minimum statistic.

Pressing the **Review** button again displays the next previous day’s max statistic.

Pressing the **Review** button at any time will revert the display back to the Normal Mode where current temperature is displayed but recording is paused.

Any time the Review button is pressed, recording is Paused for 30 minutes and the data logger will continue recording after 30 minutes on it’s own. You do not need to press Start button. The 24 hour day starts at midnight and in order to view temperatures recorded before midnight but after your previous daily check press the Review button two additional times to see day –01.